Physics Student Clubs & RSOs

Fall 2021
Physics at Illinois
Undergraduate Student Organizations

Society of Physics Students (SPS)
Society for Women in Physics (SWIP)
PhysVan
Guidance for Physics Students (GPS)
PhySAB
Society of Physics Students (SPS)

- Group of students who love physics!
  - Social, academic and professional club
  - Foster a productive and inclusive physics culture
  - Have fun!

- Come to weekly meetings to:
  - Learn about undergraduate research
  - Criticize Hollywood Physics
  - Learn Python
  - Make friends!

- Other events include (hopefully):
  - Pizza meetings with professors
  - National Lab trips
  - Engineering Open House and public outreach
Society for Women in Physics

Social and professional society for female students who love physics

What do we do?

- We have weekly meetings
- We network with female physicists (Tea Times!)
- We participate in EOH
- We attend the Conference for Undergraduate Women in Physics (CUWiP)
- We take an annual trip to somewhere science-y in the spring!

Where and When?

Tuesdays 7-8 PM in Loomis 222!
Physics Van

PHYSICS VAN COORDINATORS
Amanda Skittone and Sahaj Patel

Training Meeting: TBA
PhySAβ

What do we do?

- Communicate between students and department
- Town halls
- Research Symposium
- Course Standardization
- Help improve the undergrad experience

When do we meet?

- Every other Saturday in the Interaction Room (Loomis 204) @ 2pm
- First meeting will be on September 4th
  - We will have cookies to take home at the first meeting!